Abstract

**Purpose:** To identify the surgical trainee benefits through the use of video assisted training (VAT).

**Methods:** Twelve cases of uncomplicated laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) were selected. Edited video segments focused on essential intra-operative anatomical structure identification and critical surgical steps. Evaluation of these videos was constructed on a scoring system based on pre and post-teach tests.

**Results:** The mean value of the pre-teach score was 33.2 ± 18.0 points and in the post-teach test the mean value was 66.7 ± 9.7 points. A statistically significant difference was seen when comparing pre and post-teach results (p<.00001).

**Conclusion:** The widespread and the systematic use of video assisted learning may be a useful and economic tool in adjunct to the surgical training techniques practiced until now throughout the surgical community.
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Introduction

One of the most difficult challenges in surgical resident training is the transition from surgical theory to surgical skills in the operating room. Iatrogenic errors and surgical complications are directly associated and proportional to the inexperience of the surgeon. Surgical training is often hampered by the technical difficulty of a case, case quantity and the operating room resources of the institute providing such a service. The willingness of such institutes to initiate a surgical training experience that mirrors the real life intervention, is of obvious benefit, not just to the surgical resident but also for patients and the system as a whole as it would streamline training, reduce intra-operative errors and be more cost effective.

Although widespread video assisted training (VAT) still does not feature in standard surgical training to a qualifiable extent, with the classic methods of intra-operative “trial and error” and “see one, teach one, do one” still dominating the surgical training experience. Our study aims at identifying the surgical trainee benefits through the use of video assisted training, with the hope of identifying an effective and relevant trainee aid that is resource cheap and educationally effective.

Methods

We used a within-subjects randomized experimental design involving 14 surgical residents with maximum 2 years of surgical experience. The candidates were selected and subsequently tested at different times between January and April 2018 at San Giovanni Hospital, Bellinzona, Switzerland.

The training videos were comprised of 12 cases selected at random out of a database of 25 recorded laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC). All of the cases were uncomplicated elective procedures performed by the same senior surgeon and a senior resident not included in the study.

Evaluation of these videos was based on two tests: the pre-teach exam was administered prior to a candidate viewing the video. It required the subject to answer questions based on diagrams and photographs of various anatomical structures and technically relevant areas necessary to identify for completion of a LC (ie. correct placement of trocars, triangle of callot, relevant anatomy, clips placement and line of dissection) (Figure 1).

![Figure 1](image-url) – The test given to residents, divided in 4 sections. In the first it was necessary to decide the trocars placement and sizes. In the sections 2, 3 and 4 it was necessary to identify several anatomical structures. The given score was then calculated and filled in the middle column.

Following completion of the pre-teach questionnaire, the senior surgeon narrated the video segments with each video tailored and edited to focus on four essential intra-operative segments, each segment concentrating on anatomical structure identification and critical surgical techniques, with all segments being in chronological order. The subjects were then assigned 20 minutes to study the LC training video. The second or post-teach test was administered once the candidate had studied...
the laparoscopic video tutorial with similar photo based exam questions related to the cholecystectomy. The pre and post-test were randomly assigned from 12 possible tests, each being generated to be equitable in content matter and difficulty. The use of a questionnaire with the laparoscopic photographs based upon the video of the laparoscopic procedure just watched by the candidate, was avoided in order to exclude bias and to achieve a standardised, consistent level of difficulty. The exams involved 4 different randomly assigned LC, each composed by 4 exercises. A scoring system from 1 to 5 for every exercise was assigned.

Randomization and statistical analysis

Randomization and statistical analyses were performed using MedCalc for Windows, version 15.0 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium; https://www.medcalc.org; 2016). The randomization was performed assigning the questionnaire according to the value given by the software. The student t-test was used to compare means across variables. The statistical significant difference was fixed at p=.01. The standard deviation and other descriptive values were also calculated. The method used to graphically depict the median, upper and lower quartile, upper and lower extreme between groups was the box-plot.

Results

The attendance of the participants was 100%. The mean value of the pre-teach score was 33.2 ± 18.0 points and in the post-teach test the mean value was 66.7 ± 9.7 points. Details of the surgical residences’ scores are shown in Table 1. A statistically significant difference was seen when comparing pre and post-teach results (p<.00001). Median, upper and lower quartile, upper and lower extreme are reported in the Figure 2.

Table 1 - Scores before and after the video training are listed. The p-value indicate the statistically significant difference found between groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Pre-teach score</th>
<th>Post-teach score</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N01</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N02</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N03</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N04</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N05</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N06</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N07</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N08</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N09</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N11</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N13</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Value (±SD)</td>
<td>33.2 ± 18.0</td>
<td>66.7 ± 9.7</td>
<td>&lt;.000001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = Standard Deviation

Figure 2 – The box plot describe the distribution of results obtained in the pre and post-teach tests by the surgical residents.
Discussion

The last two decades have seen a dynamic change in the surgical therapy of cholecystectomy. Although the advent of the laparoscopic technique has brought great advantages for both patient and surgeon, advances and use of this technique to educate trainee surgeons still has not been optimised in a ubiquitous fashion.

Numerous studies have identified experience related error and difficulty observed by trainee surgeons, most notably at the initial stages of training. The «learning curve» for surgical trainees is a known entity as trainees familiarise themselves with all aspects of the operation with previous studies having demonstrated a clear proportionality between practice and patient outcome. VAT of LC, demonstrated in an informative and educational manner, to offer great advantages, as they are reproducible, inexhaustible and may be displayed and explained to trainee surgeons, without the use of hospital resources or patient risk.

The results from our study support our aim in identifying the beneficial use of video tutorials in the education of surgical trainees. The fact that pre-teach to post-teach results showed a positive improvement in all test subjects is promising and is a clear indicator of the usefulness of VAT in LC training. We confirm the evidence offered by prior studies in that it gives a clear educational benefit in the acquisition of cognitive skills, necessary for motor and laparoscopic skills and highlights the potential role of VAT as an introductory and preparative precursor to operatory room learning. Extrapolating our test results and applying them in a more formal manner to the overall training of surgical residents may be a time and cost effective tool to augment intra-operative teachings.

A surgical trainee may require up to an hour to observe a full laparoscopic cholecystectomy, with the crucial moments spread out throughout the operation. With the use of VAT, the same resident may observe multiple interventions within the same time allotment, focusing on particular surgical techniques to recognise and subsequently apply. VAT also permits the documentation and subsequent dissemination of case specific details; complications, anatomical or pathological rarities, particular laparoscopic techniques to be aware of, or errors to avoid. The simplicity of such LC tutorials would allow surgical education in an efficient and targeted way, allowing senior surgeons to teach and demonstrate case specific details, that could take months or years for a surgical resident to encounter by following operatory room case-by-case training.

The weaknesses of our study are based majoritively on our small sample size and subsequent demographic variation. We examined a relatively small sample size with a potentially variable degree of preceding laparoscopic experience. However this does not account for the fact that there was a statistically significant improvement across the board.

Apart from the advantage to both the surgical trainee and the cost benefits for the training institution, it should be noted the added gain for patients. It goes without saying that any surgical intervention, subject to human error, varying degrees of experience and competency, may benefit from a systemic approach to improving pre-operative surgical knowledge. The use of VAT to develop the acquisition of laparoscopic skills, could reduce the amount of human error associated with the learning curve, thereby contributing positively to patient outcomes. Additionally the use of a safe, inexpensive training technique, that does not involve patient risk would be of tremendous benefit to the surgical community.
Conclusion

The widespread and the systematic use of video assisted learning may be a useful and economic tool in adjunct to the surgical training techniques practiced until now throughout the surgical community.
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